Shrink-&-Clean for Benign Lumps

Product Description

Introduction: This 100% natural herbal formula is based on proven Chinese decoctions effective in shrinking or cleaning benign lumps in the body systems. Especially those lumps without skin-color changes, no fever or pain associated with them. The locations of lumps may include the neck, breasts, thyroidal, abdominal, or colon area. Symptoms of colon lumps or polyps could have belly pain, long term diarrhea with sticky stool, pus, or blood, or alternate constipation and diarrhea. Other lumps usually have no pain or other symptoms. The constituents of lumps may include waste body fluids, cellular debris, cartilage, fat or fibrocystic tissues. Usually the reasons of occurrence and western medicinal treatment for these lumps are not certain. In TCM, these lumps are regarded as abnormal tissue growth due to stagnation of blood clots, phlegm, or debris. Shrink-&-Clean is effective in cleaning these growth or accumulations at their early stage of occurrence, to improve immune system, and to reduce the chance of lumps from happening. Shrink-&-Clean has no known side effects.

Main Ingredients: Shrink-&-Clean contains standard extracts of 20 different herbs:
- Blood clot cleansing: seed of cow herb, Chinese scholar tree flower, garden burnet root, red-rooted sage, aromatic turmeric;
- Fluid-retention reduction: pumice, kelp, kombu; Qi and mood smoothing: three-nerved spicebush, dried orange peel;
- Hormone balance: de-gelatined deer horn;
- Sputum dissolving: white mustard seed, bulb of fritillary, selfheal, oyster shell; Liver detoxin and heat soothing: olden landia, Zhejiang figwort, sun-plant, honeysuckle flower, licorice.

All herbs are proven effective to improve the health of liver, breast, lymphatic systems, etc.

Main Actions: The natural herbs work synergistically to supplement the self-cleaning capability of blood flow, mammary and lymphatic systems, to detect and clean abnormal accumulations and growth of sputum-fluids, blood clots, tissues, and cellular debris. These accumulations may form fibrocystic lumps, breast gland hyperplasia, lymphatic nodule lumps, colon polyps, etc. The cleansing actions gradually eliminate all benign lumps that are not completely calcified, or slow down the growth of the abnormalities, so that body or lymphatic ducts and nodes will stay clean, or return to their original cleanliness, thus the lumps disappear.

Suggested Dosages: To relieve symptoms, take 2 capsules each time, 3 times daily before each meal. The time lapse to feel its effectiveness varies depending on individual's conditions, usually after taken Shrink-&-Clean for only 15-20 days, the symptoms are much relieved or gone. If after 2 bottles, symptoms have not improved, Shrink-&-Clean may not be suitable for you. When no lumpy symptoms are observed, take 1 to 3 capsules daily as supplement to ensure cleanliness. If you feel some pain or stretch in the some area after one bottle, which signal early symptoms, you need to take more to get better, some people need up to 4-8 bottles to achieve full cleanliness. If you feel nothing after 2 bottles, you could stop taking Shrink-&-Clean, or only take 1 capsule/day as a maintenance nutritional supplement, or when any slight lumpy symptom comes back again.

Warning: Do not take Shrink-&-Clean in menstruation, pregnancy, high fever, heavy bleeding or with acute diseases. Consult your physician before beginning any nutritional supplement program.


Shrink-&-Clean:
Regular price $45/bottle,
Sale $39.95/bottle.
To order, click
http://magiherbs.com/shrinkclean.html